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In this experiment we have studied the bioproductives effects of energy-protein ratio  
at diferents levels of  crude protein and metabolizabel energy, concerining whith 
broilers alloances.The experiments in carried out with monophasial feeding , with 
aim to become more prominent the effect of energo-proteic ratio.This kind of feeding 
is uncomon but that  point out influences of energy and protein ratio effects. For that 
experiment was keept broiler hybrid Ross 308, which was divided in 3 pens, 
populated with 1150 birds each pen. The total number of birds is 3450. For all 
period was weighted weekly and randomly for each pen.For all period was 
calculeated feed conversion,daily gain and mortality. At a finaly of period was 
brought about cutting  parts of carcass, because we want to observe the effects of 
protein and energy reflected in carcass  anatomical cuts.In conclusion could be 
conffirmed sensitive effects of food showed in valuables cutting parts of carcasses. 
Keywords: energy-protein ratio, bioproductive indicces, monophasial feeding, 
izocaloric feeding 

 
Introduction 

 
Animal nutrition could be conceived like triangle which is in angle with three 

point’s proteins-energy-minerals (Drinceanu, D., Miloş, M., 1980). Proteins are 
main plastically form of body and without proteins is not possible the life.  

The proteins represent between 13.7-21% of body composition. (Donald Mc. 
1971 and all) The same authors affirm that monogastric animals replace daily 0.7 
% of body nitrogen. In contrast chickens would need to replace this loose of 
nitrogen of body. Hence without jeopardize growth period of chicken, which 
demand a high level of protein and energy in feed. (Drinceanu. D., 1994), (Larbier 
M., Leclercq B., 1994). 

From the costs of meats industry feeding represents between 60-80%, and 
also protein costs is double like energy. (Leeson S. and Summers J.D., 1997) 

In other point of view moderns hybrids had strong capacity of compensatory 
growth and channeling of nutrients toward strategically deposits such as breast 
muscle and thighs muscles. (Driha Ana, 2000). Even when is feeding with low 
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concentrated recipes ad libitum chicken is able to compensate growing and deposit 
nutrients in body mass. (Grossu Doina Valentina, Burlacu R., Burlacu G., 
Marinescu A.G., 2004)  
 

Materials and Methods  
 

The experiment was performed in Avicola-Petra Arad. Experiment was 
carried out  in springtime 2007, in poulty company Petra in Arad. For that 
experiment was reared broiler hybrid Ross 308, which was divided in 3 pens, 
populated with 1150 each, 3450 being the total of birds. Weighting is made 
randomly with 30 subjects and perodicaly for each week. 

At this experiment we used isocaloric receipt, varying level of proteins for 
obtaining different energo-proteic ratios. We want to testing the effects of feed 
conversion, mortality, commercial slaughtering efficiency, in anatomical cutting 
parts. For all period of 42 days, we use a single reciept, for each group, general 
scheme of experiment and energo-proteic ratio it is bellow at table 1. By 
unorthodox monophasial feeding we want to become more prominent effects of 
energy-protein ratio. Statisticals estimates was carried out by test Snedecor (F) and 
Tukey test. 

Table 1 

General organization scheme of experiment 

Time of 
carried 
out  

Aims  Groups Tipe of 
experiment 

Energo-proteic ratio 

2007  
3 March 
-13 
April 

Efect of 
enero-
proteic 
ratio 
from 1 
to 42 
days 

3 lots  
recepies, 
and ratio 
 

Mono-
phasial feed 
experiment 

age L1 L2 L3 

1-42 

days 

147.96 138.36 131.63 

 

Results and Discussion 

 
Feed conversion for entire period is correlative with energo-proteic ratio, so 

that group L.1 had feed conversion 2.1 group, L 2 has feed conversion at 1.93, and 
group L3 has feed conversion at level 1.85. At the finish of period birds from group 
L3 is significant heavier ( p 1 % ) 2.37 ± 3.13 against  group L1 wich is 2.10 ± 
3.07. 
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Evolution  of body weight it is illustrated in figure number 1. Situation of 
mortality in third experiment is rendered in following data ; group L1 2.5 % 
mortality , group L2, 2.7 % mortality and group L3, 3.1 % mortality. 

During growth period, mortality is higher in group L3, which consumed, in 
comparison with others, ration with protein in excess, the most common cause is 
pododermatitis and visceral guta. 

Group with high growing energy give us high mortality. Because is a period 
with cold days, at a slaughtering assessment it was observed ascites at male 
carcasses of group L3. At the finalisation of experiment, we  slaughtered randomy 
of 30 birds per each group. After slaughtering, carcasses was cut in anatomical 
parts, like breast and thights. Slaughtering efficiency was 70.67% at group L1, 
versus group L 3, with 73.12%. At same time, breast muscle is heavier at group L 3 
(547.5 g), versus group L1 (442.4 g). The same situation was found in thights (in 
L.3 group, they are heavier with 59.44 g toward L1 group). The effects of cutting 
anatomical parts are ilustrated in figure number 2. 
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Figure 1. Evolution of body weight 
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 Figure 2. Weight of broiler carcasses and anatomical cuts 
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Conclusions 
 

Conclusions of this experiment was that: 
 Monophasial feeding stress the effects of feed, reflected in growth speed. 
 High levels of protein generate problems for wet litter, joint-bone arthritis, 

gutos effects, at the level of kinney and sphlagnic organs and 
ascitis,increasing mortality percent. 

 High levels of protein increase proportion of breast and thights. 
 Tight energy-proteic ratio improve feed conversion efficiency ,carcass 

yield and daily gain. 
 In first period of growth ,tight energy-protein ratio, has good effect and in 

the finish period of growth, wide energy-proteic ratio, has good effet. 
 Finally conclusion could  say that energo-proteic ratio could be put in 

context with nutritional density of feed, with age of birds, with associative 
effects of ingredients from recipes, which could  created also extra caloric 
effects. 
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